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MEDIA SUMMARY 

 

The following explanatory note is provided to assist the media in reporting this case and is not 

binding on the Constitutional Court or any member of the Court. 

On 16 February 2012 at 09h00 the Constitutional Court will hear two applications for leave to 

appeal against judgments of the Supreme Court of Appeal (SCA).  In both judgments the SCA 

held that the holder of a mining right or permit, granted in terms of a national mining statute 

(MPRDA), may not commence mining operations unless the land in the Western Cape province, 

on which the mining is to be carried out, is appropriately zoned by the relevant municipality to 

permit mining in terms of a pre-constitutional provincial law (LUPO).  LUPO authorises 

municipalities to control and regulate the use of land.  This is commonly done by means of 

zoning schemes. 

From October 2007 to August 2008, Maccsand (Pty) Ltd was granted a permit and rights to mine 

sand on the Westridge and Rocklands dunes in Mitchells Plain, Cape Town in terms of the 

MPRDA.  That land was zoned as public open space by the City of Cape Town (City) in terms of 

LUPO. 

In February 2009 the Minister of Mineral Resources (Minister) granted a permit to mine granite 

on the farm, Lange Kloof, in Malmesbury to Elsana Quarry Pty Ltd (Elsana) in terms of the 

MPRDA.  However, the farm could be used only for agricultural purposes according to the 

municipal zoning in terms of LUPO. 

Soon after Maccsand and Elsana commenced their mining operations, the City and the Swartland 

Municipality, in whose jurisdictions the farms fell, applied separately for interdicts against 

Maccsand and Elsana in the Western Cape High Court.  The Minister was also joined as a party.  

Both interdicts were granted restraining the holders from carrying out mining operations until 



authorisations had been obtained in terms of LUPO, broadly on the basis that the land had to be 

rezoned before mining could be conducted on it.  The High Court also interdicted Maccsand 

from conducting mining operations until pre-authorisation had been obtained in terms of a 

national environmental law (NEMA). 

The appeals by Maccsand and the Minister of Mineral Resources to the SCA were dismissed.  

The SCA, however, did not confirm the order by the High Court made in the Maccsand case that 

NEMA had to be complied with. 

Before the Constitutional Court, Maccsand and the Minister argue that LUPO does not apply 

because mining falls within the powers given to national government by the Constitution. 

The City, the Swartland Municipality, the Minister for Local Government, Environmental 

Affairs and Development Planning, Western Cape (Western Cape Minister) and the Minister of 

Water and Environmental Affairs oppose these applications.  They argue that the use of all land 

falling under a municipal area is regulated by LUPO, which applies to land used for mining. 

The Constitutional Court will also hear an application by the Western Cape Minister to cross-

appeal against the SCA’s refusal in the Maccsand appeal to decide the request for a general 

declarator concerning NEMA.  The Western Cape Minister also applies for direct access as an 

alternative. 

All parties opposing the applications for leave to appeal, supported by Agri South Africa, a 

friend of the Court, argue that authorisation under the NEMA is necessary before any mining 

activity can be carried out.  Maccsand and the Minister of Mineral Resources contend that 

NEMA does not apply because the MPRDA requires pre-authorisation similar to those under 

NEMA.  This argument is supported by the Chamber of Mines of South Africa, which has also 

been admitted as a friend of the Court. 

 


